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The long range goal of the project is the development of a comprehen-

sive theory to represent the human operator in system design. Achievement of

this long range goal is seen as requiring a theory of human performance which

is also a theory of tasks. This model should provide a quantitative frame-

work within which empirical data can be entered and accurate predictions can

be made of the parameters of human per formance. Thi s quantitati ve framework

should be amenable to measures of human capacity so that the effects of task

loading on the operator may be determined and overloads avoided.

Theory and Pro gress

The basic theory has been described by Teichner (1974). The theory will

be reviewed , therefore , in a l imited way wi th par ticular emphas i s on those

trans lati onal as pects w hi ch are mos t per tinent to the anal yses to fo l low.

The theory in its simplest terms may be expressed as the following de-

velopment of Donder ’s law :

I’ = f1 (a)  + f2(S-S) + f3(S-R) + f4(R 1 ) (1 )

where : a = a5 + ak 
= RT and ak i s that por ti on of the res ponse measure , P,

assoc iated w ith neural transm i ss ion , while a
~ 

is stimulus encoding time;

S—S = the portion of P due to translations between stimulus codes ; S-R the

por tion due to transla ti on from the f inal stimu l us co de to the res ponse code ,

and R 1 is the portion due to response initiation , i.e. , that portion associ-

ated with the selection of a motor program to carry out the action specified

by the S-R translation . Performance, P, is expressed as a measure of speed

or error , or a combination such as amount or rate of information processing.

The human processing system represented as Equation 1 is a serial sys-

tern. Whether , In fact, the sys tem i s ser ial , para l le l , or some combination

of serial and parallel processing probably depends upon the level of analysis

___________________ —.-.—.~~~~~~~
——.
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employed. That Is , if the stages (subtasks, funct ions) of Equat ion 1 were

refined into still more detailed stages, parallel sub-systems mi ght (or mi ght

not) emerge. At the indicated level of analysis we are assuming serial

transmission .

We define a task as a transfer of information. Accordingly, Equation 1

is a task with an information transfer from a stimulus input to a response.

The four stages of the process are subtasks or task functions since each in-

volves a transfer of information . Then , those operations which occur within

functions are the processes or operations which act upon the information and

determine the amount or rate of transfer.

For reasons ex p la ined in the bas ic pape r , the operations of interest in

establishing a task taxonomy are those which occur within the S—S and S—R

functions . Those p rocesses are: Compression (symbol reduction), conserva-

tion (one-to-one mapping), classification (many-to-few mapping), and crea tion

(few-to-many-mapping). Accordingly, tasks are defined as combinati ons of

functions and processes.

Equation 1 may be expressed with P in the domain of time , error informa-

tion transmission , etc. The specific functions will be different for each.

Thus , each variant of Equation 1 represents a transfer function for that task

and dependent measure .

We have identified Equation 1 as Type 1 task regardless of the dependent

measure invol ved. Gi ven certain tentative constraints , two other functiona l

classes of tasks can be identified. A Type 2 task is expressed as Equation 2

and a Type 3 as Equation 3:

P = f 1 (a)  + f 3(S—R) + f4(R 1 ) (2)

and
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P = f 1 (a) + f4(R 1 ) ( 3 )

Given these three types , the four processes , and the constraints of the theory,

a task class ification system evolves which contains a large number of unique-

ly defined basic tasks. These tasks are abstract representations of actual

task activities . Thus , if they can be used to describe a task of interest,

and if they are described in appropriate empiri cally-based mathematical form,

they can be used to represent the human operator. We have a limited number of

such equations developed. Research along this line is still developing.

In or der to unders tand what cons tra i nts shoul d be imposed on the terms of

Equa tion 1 , as well as to develop a more advanced understandi ng of the number

and kinds of stages to be used in the equati on , it is necessary to develop

models within the stages which predict the subtask transfers and wh ich de-

scribe and quantify the four processes within the S-S and S-R stages. We

shall discuss thi s more below and indicate the present status of model devel-

opment and its advancement within the proposed research.

Fi gure 1, modifi ed from Te ichner ( 1 974) p rov ides a general outli ne of

the theoretical approach proposed to deal wi th Equation 1. Current experi-

mental work and model development are suggesting modifications and ways to

fill in some of the stages with quantitative expressions. Although we are not

ready to do that at this writing , we shall indicate the nature of those ways

as we go along.

Viewing the figure with Equation 1 In mind , It can be seen that

1. a comprises a sensory register and scanner and a cri terion estab-

l ished by the long-term based active memory of the stimulus .

2. The S-S translation (Stage 2 in Eq. 1) results from a comparison

process between the material In short-term memory (provided by the a-component)
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and the active memory of the stimulus .

3. The S-R translation results from a comparison between the S-S trans-

lation and a long-term storage based active memory of stimulus response rela-

tionships.

4. Response initiation and the ensuing motor activity is a direct conse-

quence of the S-R translation .

The dashed lines in the figure indicate that with practice first S-S and

later S-R translations are bypassed allowing a more direct signal-to-response

flow from primary memory to response initiation. To do that requires that the

data in primary memory be coded somehow. That is done by a more or less pas-

sive encoding process which is achieved through a response-criterion recog-

nizing mechanism with LTM establishing the criterion from expectations (i.e.,

probabilities) of what the stimulus will be.

a-Component

A fundamental stage in the theory is the a—c omponent for which a two-step

model has been proposed. One aspect of the model is a response criterion sub-

model wh i ch determines the amount of evidence , and consequently the time , re-

quired to make a decision about the presence of a signal . The second is a

model of scanning mechanism which determines the timing of and between signals.

We have been do i ng pilot work and some more extensive studies for some time

which are intended to develop a better understanding , and imp roved models , of

these two jointly operating processes. These studies have been accelerated

in the visual domain and are being extended to the auditory domain in a dis—

sertation by Gregory Corso, which is at the point of being written up in dis-

sertation form.

Within the auditory domain the central problem being investigated is how

the temporal order of two signals should be modeled. This modeling is neces-

sary to understand which of several signals closely spaced in time are

_____ - -.~~ ., . ~. _______________________________
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preceived. A further intent of this investigation is to determine if the

scanning mechanism involves different criteri ons and/or psychological moments

for differen t tas ks , i.e., detection and temporal order judgments. The pre-

liminary analyses of these data indicate that the relationship of response

criterion and , psychological moment (rate of scanning) is very complex and is

dependent on task , interstimulus interval and stimulus intensity .

In the visual realm experimenta l work on the response criterion model

concerns an evaluation of signa l detection vs. signa l identification vs. sig-

nal classifi cation. The technique presents block-type alphanumerics , and

other symbolic forms, monocularl y and dichopti cally. We have just completed

the data collection stage of an extensive monocular study and have a compar-

able dichoptic experiment under way. One very important question associated

with these experiments is whether it is necessary first to detect a signal

and then to identify it , or whether detection and identification are one and

the same process at different cr iter ial leve l s.  I f the former i s true , and

that has been the general assumption for a very l ong time , the theory and its

applied extensions will need a detection stage followed by an identi fication

stage i n a l l  tas ks. If they are the same process , as implied by the present

postulates of the theory , onl y one stage will be required.

At the same time these experiments have been concerned wi th the relation-

ship between the amount of perceptua l information in the stimulus and detec-

tion , identification and classifi cation . This is being done through compari-

sons wi th signals to which di fferent amounts of information must be added

from memory to the signal. For example , one kind of symbol presented briefly

to the subject is a square with one side missing. Depending on the experi-

mental conditions , the subject (a) reports that something Is missing (detection),

- -  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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(b) reports which side is missing (identification), or (c) reports whether the

missing side was north-south or east-west (classification). Under another ex-

perimental condition only one of the four sides is presented and the subject

detects, identifies , or classifies wi th respect to which side of the square

it is. In one case reporting is of what is there in the visual scene, but in

the other reporting is of what is not there. As a result , for the first case,

more information must be supp l ied by the subject. Note for reference below

that this is a few-to-many translation .

Finally, in a third set of comparisons the subject does the same thi ng

except that the stimul i are from a set of alphanumeric symbols. In all three

cases the signal is presented both monocularly and dichoptically. The signal

is followed by another which prevents the subject from further perceptual pro-

cessing of the first signal , and the time between the two signals is an inde-

pendent variable. For alphanumerics , the second symbol is the block dig it,

8; for squares , it is the rest of the square.

This type of experiment bears on certain fundamenta l questions: 1. Can

detection , i dentification and classification be represented as different cri-

terion levels of the same process? The evidence so far suggests that classi-

fication may always require two processing steps, of which one is i denti fica-

tion . It also suggests that detection and identifi cation may be treated as

one process. This is criti cal to the question of whether it is necessary to

have a first detection stage in the model followed by an identification stage

even when the S—S translation has become “automati c.”

The time constants invol ved in processing to the three responses are

critica l to the development of the scanning mechani sm being modeled. So far,

our data suggest that the time between signal onsets (SOA) is the most critical

- — — —~~~ 
--

~~--- -
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variable for monocular resolution of the non-simu l taniety of two signals ,

whereas for di chop tic proces sing, signal duration is the most important vari-

able. The situation appears to be di fferent in the auditory mode , however ,

since an SOA of about 2.0 milliseconds can be resolved dichotically. This

should be compared to 35 milliseconds monocularly and even longer SOA dichop—

tically for very short signals.

The resolution of temporal order appears to require about 20 milliseconds

in the auditory irwe dccur u ii~ ~~, ~~e literature. We have no certainty yet

about the comparable vi sual resol ution although the same time constant has

been cla imed and, therefore, the same central control processor. These are

issues to be resolved to decide on the generality of the scanner , i.e., whe-

ther it should be modeled as a single processor of all incoming signals or

whether each modality wi ll require a separate model.

Another problem of the response criterion model is the need for a gener-

alizable , empirica l measure of the criteri on. From the experimental data just

described we shall be looking at signa l detection measures for this purpose,

but it will al so be va l uable to establish a scale which is more descripti ve

in terms of the manner in which the information is coded for short-term memory.

If we can do that, we shal l have a clear path numericall y through the enti re

theoretical system. Otherwise, it will be necessary to develop transforma-

tions. The experiments in progress should provide data which can be thought

of as pilot data for a further , very specific study with that question in mi nd.

A specific intensity function for the response criterion model was de-

rived in our simple reaction study (Teichner and Krebs, 1972). The derivation

was based on the demonstration that the total energy received by the eye can

be used to represent the theoretical neura l pulsing rate for which the response

criterion stands. However, the data also imposed the requirement that the

___
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criterion as well as the pulsing rate increase with signal intensity. There-

fore, it was necessary to assume that the pulsing rate must increase faster

than the criterion. Accordingly,

PR = kLm (4)

where PR i s puls ing rate, I is luminance , and m and k are constants . And ,

R C = a L ~~m n (5)

where RC is the response criterion and a and n are constants. Therefore,

RT = cL~~
m C = a/k (6)

here RI is reaction time, c a constant, and the constants of Equation 6 are

already known empi rica l ly.

It is important now to determine how non-intensive features of stimul i

should be handled in the model. That can be done using Equation 6 as a base-

line for signals which vary in both intensity and features.

S—S Translations

A very important assumption of the theory is that with extended practice

S-S translations developed during training drop out of the processing sequence.

The result is an automatic reaction to a signal which bypasses the translation

stages. We have been trying to instrument a simple situation which will per-

mit us to test this assumption . If the assumption is supported , the theory

need not be altered in this regard. Instead questions can then be raised

about the conditions which facilitate and which impede the S-S drop-out and

methods for identi fying when dropouts have occurred. The latter has immediate

implication s for training criteria.

If the assumption is only partially supported , i.e., if only certain

kinds of S—S translations become automatic, those that do can be studied in

the context of the a-component. For those that do not, or if the assumption

is not supported at all , it will have to be assumed that translations become

—
~~.-———--.— .- - ~~~~~ —-- - - .—  -.-—.. - - .- _________________________
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faster, but are always requi red, and therefore, always subject to interference

or loss from -hort-term memory. In addition to tests of these possibilities

which are about to be described , the detection-identification -classification

exper iments descr ibed above are re l evant. Tentati vel y, they are suggesting

so far that one—to-one translations may drop out , but that many-to-few and few-

to—many translations may not.

Apparatus which is now almost completed is intended to provide tests of

the automaticity of S—S translation s with sufficient practice. The basic ar-

rangement is of four matri ces of contact points (pennies) and a slide projec-

tor. The slides will be used to present novel images (e.g., Vanderplas fig-

ures) which must be coded on a one-to—one basis (identification S-S) by the

cells of the first matrix. In turn the remaining three matrices will be used

to make translations of the i tem coded in the first matrix. Going from the

first to the second , and therrce to the third and fourth matrices will be a

succession of further encodings . Some will be one—to-one; some will be few-

to-many mapp ings (creations), and some will be many-to-few mappings (classifi-

cations). In all cases the relation between the first and last matrix will be

constant so that if the intermediate encodings had not been required , the sub-

ject could actually have learned to go from Matrix 1 to Matrix 4.

After the subject learns the succession of coding steps , the intermediate

matrices will be eliminated and he will code directly from Matrix 1 to Matrix

4. Initially, he should go through the intermediate translations mentally,

but once a reasonable level of performance is established , the intermediate

translation s should drop out according to our postulate . Thus , after practice ,

with Matrices 1 and 4, the intermediate matrices will be put back in the sys-

tem, but their codes will be altered. After practice with this arrangement,

the subject will return again to the two-matrix task. Note that the

- _ _
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relationship between these two will be as before. Thus , if there is a decre-

ment in performance on the two-matrix encoding at this point , it can be in-

terpreted as indicating that the first intermediate S-S translation s never

dropped out. If they had , the altered code could not have interferred with

the second two-matrix performance.

Experiments using this basic paradigm will be done with both one and two

intermediate steps and wi th di fferent kinds of S-S translation s for the various

inter-matrix relations, and between the slide and each matrix. As these data

are collec ted , distribution functions both within and over subjects will also

be accumulated for the purpose indicated next.

Regardless of the outcome of these experiments , S-S translations are not

automatic initialjy, and in fact, they require a considerable amount of prac-

tice before the dropping out issue is relevant. The theory needs distribution

functions for them and these functions will be obtained systematically using

the basic arrangement (penny-board) just described . The number of translating

steps will be varied as will be the nature of the codes, the amount of infor-

mation , and of compression , and the level of practice.

A ll of the S-S work described should be ongoing in the near future. This

research has been delayed due to apparatus prob lems. We were previously try-

ing to couple the apparatus wi th a new microprocessor-based microcomputer

which was found to have problems in its circuits. We just finished interfac-

ing the apparatus with the PSP/8 and data collection is currently underway.

Short-Term Memory (STM)

As shown in F igure 1 , the theoretical system includes a STM to store data

encoded by the a-component or first stage of the model before a stage S-S

translation can occur. The nature , the speed , and the accuracy of encoding

‘Into STM and of retrieval (including re-coding) from STM, is central to all

• _ _  - -~~ - . -- --~~--- -----~~ • - _ _ _ _ _  - .

- ~~~~~~~~~
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other considerations of theory and practice . Of course the Sternberg recogni-

tion memory model is available. But we also need a method for evaluating re-

call or reproduction. For maximum value the method should provide a descrip-

tion of the process ing and encodi ng into STM and , separately, of retrieva l

from it.

Such a method was developed and It has been described before. Basically,

a display of symbol s is presented to the subject; and he makes pushbutton

i dentifications on a one-to-one basis. The duration of the display is so

short that rehearsal is not possible. The data available are in errors and

time to each successive button—press.

Input and output are extracted from the data as follows. The average

time between each successive button-press following the first button response

made provides an estimate of the retrieval rate (plus response execution).

This ‘Is subtracted from the time to the first button -press. The remainder is

a measure of input time through encoding time into a nonsensory STM since the

time required to retrieve and press the first button is now removed. Then by

subtracting input time from the total time, the actua l output time is obtained.

Us ing th is method, we have completed five STh experiments in the present

year. The experiments have been analyzed and have been used to support the

basic empiri cal model for the separation of input and output. Support for

the usefulness of the measures is partially based on evidence that the separa-

tion of input and output time leads to findings in which the effect of inde-

pendent variables upon total Input and output time is different. The research

also demonstrates the flexibility of the separation procedure and its applica-

bility to different theoretical models if additional assumptions of the nature

of processing input and output (serial vs. parallel) and assumptions as to

where information is lost from memory.

______________________ _________ ‘L~.T~__.-_ 3



These experiments have been described elsewhere in detail , (Teichner ,

1977) however, a sumary of the exper iments and thei r results are g i ven below .

Experiment 1.

This experiment varied the number of alphanumeric symbol s displayed

(density) and the display duration factorially. Each combination was pre-

sented as a constant over a block of trials. Subjects were well-practiced.

Both duration and density were found to have significant and interacting ef-

fects on encoding time , but no effects on retrieval rate.

Experiment 2.

This experiment was a replication of the first except that only the two

shortest durations were used and density (1 , 2, 4 or 8 symbols per display)

was randomly varied within tt.~ blocks. Thus , the subject could not antici-

pate how many stimuli were to be reported. The results indicated that none

of the independent variables had a significant effect on output time per re-

sponse (t/r). Total time as well as input time was only affected by density.

Duration of the stimulus had no effect on any of the measures .

Experiment 3.

In the previous two experiments , the symbols were in random position s on

the display . This experiment used only the density 8 condition and arranged

the characters in an array of two rows and four column s (2 x 4), located in

the central area of the screen. Exposure durations of 100, 200, 300, and

400 milliseconds were blocked with 24-trial sequences , eight sequences per

day for two days to provide four replications of the experiment. The total

time was dependent upon both replications and stimulus duration . Neither in-

put time nor the output measure, time per response (t/r) were significantly

affected by duration . Both i nput time and t/r decreased with practice , but

In different ways, i.e., t/r linearly and input time non-linearly.

- - —
~~~ 
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In comparison with the results of previous experiments (all experiments

were done with the same subjects) t/r and output time appeared to be unaf-

fected by the change in the nature of the display , and continued to improve

from its last measured bases , input time started with an initial large loss

from which it recovered. It seems that changing the organization of the dis-

play had a strong initial effect on the input and none on the output. Since

display organization would be expected to be an i nput variable , this is rea-

sonable.

Experiment 4.

This experiment was an exact replicate of Experiment 3 except that par-

tial reports were Involved as soon as the symbols were removed from the dis-

play . The subject was given an instruction to report either the whole top or

bottom row of four items (constant probe) or to report the content of randomly

selected singl e matrix cells. The varied probe condition apparently placed an

overload on subjects and their performance was very poor in terms of accuracy

and number of responses. In the constant probe conditions , the probe density

significantly affected all three temporal measures: Total time , Input time

and t/r.

Experiment 5.

In this final experiment subjects rece ived tri als In whi ch the response

panel was labeled followed by trials in which no l abel was present. As in the

previous experiments stimulus density varied. The effects of removing the la-

bels on i nput time was to add a constant time to the input processing . The ef-

fect of removing the labels on the output time was a marked Increase in that

time. The overall effect was an even more rapidly increasing output time

curve than for the labeled condition so that as density increased, the differ-

ence between the two density functions increased.

______ — - - ——— -•- • •- • — ~- —-~ —a’—-—•~-- - -~~~~~~~~~ 
V ___________________________-—
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In addition to measuring output rate as the mean time between button

presses , we also looked at the first such time (time between the first and

second button responses) as an estimate of the output rate. There are two

purposes in this. First , for cases where output rate changes with each suc-

cessive button-press, the estimate provides a measure wi th the least contami-

nation by the operating variable. Secondly, to study S-R translations , we

would like to interfere with the response sequence in a systematic way that

depends on the ongoing performance. For this purpose a good estimate of the

average output rate obtained early would permit on-line feedback control . So

far over several sets of data the single difference measure between the first

and second response has been an excellent numerical estimate of the average

value.

S-R Translations.

This Is an area of great importance because situations requiring computa-

tions and varied solutions to incomplete information and risky decisions will

probably always involve S-R translations . We have not previously brought the

theoretical system to the point of handling decision-making because until very

recently we did not have an experimental method to study it as a separate

stage.

Of some bearing to the question of S-R translations is the problem of

providing a means by which responses can be made selectively. What if two

signals are present, but only one is “correct”? Th is is the old prob lem of

selective attention. One of the frequent ways by which it has been studied is

with the Stroop phenomenon . The subject sees a word which is the name of a

color , but it Is printed in a different color. He is asked to report the

actual color, and to i gnore the word. Generally, he has considerable diffi-

culty responding selectively compared with responding to the color alone.

~ ~‘ -~M•- - 
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This task, alon g with some others , has led to two classes of theories of

selective attention . One depends on perceptual selection (e.g., a filter);

the other depends on response inhibition. If the latter kind of theory is

right , our general model will need some way of checking or verifying the S-R

translation, or of suppressing a response. If the perceptual theory is right,

the response criterion model may be able to handle the matter as we make the

model more complex.

To investigate this problem , the Stroop lit erature was rev iewed and an

experiment conducted by Professor E. Williams with assistance from this pro-

ject. The experiment manipulated the amount of color and of word informati on

factorially. The main reason for doing that was to manipulate the processing

times of the col ors and of the words so that the interference of the words

could be l ocalized on the stimulus or response side , or so that if there were

an interacti on, it could be identified. The data suggest that the interfer-

ence is l ocalized on the stimu l us side . This can be handled as a response

criteri on problem in the a-component. However, it still raises the issue of

a possible need for a stimulus or response verifier before the response ini-

tiation stage to suppress already started S-R translations .

The response measure used in the above study and that of most Stroop

studies is that of total time. The measure by necessity confounds all of

processes of input with output . Experiments such as the above can only infer

where the locus of interference is occurring - in the response cri terion of

the a-component or in the S-R translation stage. Therefore, Dr. Williams has

been undertaking a series of experiments using the input-output methodology

described above in order to more clearly separate out the locus of interference

in a dual stimulation task. Data has been collected in these experiments and

Is currently being analyzed.

V V -—_____ - ‘—- • V  —~~~-
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Systems and Application Studies

In the prev ious year, we showed that a complex task (DAIS) can be ana-

lyzed in the terms of the theory and that using those terms reasonable predic-

ti on can be made to operational performance. More work needs to be conducted

along this line . Accompanying it , however , there has been a need to estimate

the reliability and validity of the theory when it is used with actual tasks

by persons not connected with the development of the theory.

Toward this end (Companion & Teichner, 1977) conducted an experiment to

evaluate Teichner ’s theoretical task concepts when applied to simple opera-

tional tasks. Problems performed on desk and pocket calculators were devel oped

so as to represent selected theoretical tasks. Subjects were instructed in

the theoretical concept, then provided a partial operationa l analysis of the

task problems , and were then required to complete the operational task analy-

sis, and to transform it to a theoretical task analysis. Using the built-in

operational and theoretical steps as references , the validity of the subject ’s

procedures was evaluated in terms of how closely his analyses agreed with the

references. The mean percentage of correct responses for the theoretical

analyses was 81 percent; the mean percentage of correct responses for the

operational analyses was 88 percent. When the theoretical analysis was ad-

justed to accomodate errors in the operational analysis , the percentage of

correct theoretical responses was 88 percent. It appears , therefore, that

with very little training people can comprehend the concepts and be at least

as proficient in the theoretical analysis as they are in describing actua l

operations. Considering that and the general level of performance, it is

concluded that the practicality of the approach is supported , i.e., operation-

al task descriptions or task analyses can be translated correctly ‘Into the

tasks of the theory by minimally trained observers.

- - - V
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Estimates of the reliability of the procedures, both within and between

the 10 subjects, provided only moderate correlation coefficients. This sug-

gests a need to improve some aspect of the training in order to i ncrease re-

l i ability. On the other hand , reliability was hi gh enough to allow the level

of val idity observed. Thus, It would appear that an increase in reliability

should increase validity further.

A second objective of this effort was to establish a formal set of pro-

cedures for training personnel in the use of the theoretical task concept. A

first set of procedures, subject to later improvement , is provided in the Com-

panion and & Teichner (1977) report.

All in all the results are very encouraging . They support the idea that

the theory can be applied meaningfully to (I realli tasks. It is now important

to extend the evaluation to more complex tasks. 

. . .. ~~~~~- - 
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